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The 29th World Open Space on Open Space took place in Berlin 18 – 
21 October 2023. The event was combined with the annual conference 
of the IAF (International Association of Facilitators). The theme of the 
conference was Celebrating self-organisation!

There were 65 participants from 16 countries, including Austria, Poland, 
Spain, UK, Moldova, Denmark, Turkey, Ukraine, Hungary, Italy, Finland, 
Sweden, Netherlands, Belgium, France, and Germany.

The venue „Beach Mitte“ was located in Berlins most central district, 
close to the historical site „The Berlin Wall Memorial“. It has 20.000 m² 
beach area for beachvolleyball, beach soccer, frisbee, a high wire park, 
and offers several conference rooms. 

WOSonOS 2023 was hosted by boscop and reinblau – two Berlin based 
cooperatives which have been using Open Space extensively in their 
everyday work for many years. Juliane Ade, Jo Töpfer, Dietmar Gigler 
and Julia Kliemann took care of the organisation.

The facilitation team were Sanna Schondelmayer, Mia Konstantinidou, 
Juliane Neumann, and Juliane Westphal.

29th WOSonOS
Celebrating self-organisation!



Issues
1. What must be given that “efficient” self-organization works?
2. Standing up for Humanity…
3. What do we miss to make the world a better place? Impact?
4. How to self-organize in self-organization...and not become unbin-
ding, loose contact…?
5. Dancing with diversity
6. My favourite Open Space stories. Open Space tech from inside out
7. How to spread post growth urgency into (big) organizations?
8. Which abilities, qualities and skills are necessary to built 
9. Self-organization define, include, sustain
10. What, if self-organizing is to follow life / being led by life? How 
can a spiritual perspective help self-organizing?
11. Self-organization (s) in large / international organizations based 
on volunteers. The experience of the international association of 
facilitators
12. How do we encourage connection in online/hybrid OS ? Tech 
supporter? Share experiences, thoughts, ideas.
13. How to awaken the creativity of the participants and give them 
indulgence for crazy ideas?
14. Harrison joining WOSonOS 2023 via Zoom
15. Climate Change is real – repression of facts – empowernment for 
action
16. How small could an Open Space be?
17. How can we educate people in schools and universities to start 
OST and self-Organization?
18. A new covenant?!? ...change in paradigm...situation in middle 
east...Ukraine…
19. Poetry – Finding our centre Finding our Calm
20. How can we reach all people including refugees, homeless, mar-
ginalized groups etc ? People on welfare + with a lot of stress
21. How you open spaces when bombs are falling on head? How you 
support yourself as facilitators?
22. What do ‘I’ need to feel “I belong here”?
23. Successful OS selling, approach & support tools
24. Practicalities: Lessons learned and things we would have wanted 
to know before
25. How can we (re-)iterate the OS principles to make sure we also 
include principles of Diversity,Equity + Inclusion (+ Belonging) (+ 
counteract biases)?
26. Economic concepts “beyond capitalism”
27. Exploring social work and self organizations
28. How to make asking for help easy, fun and nourishing?
29. How do we celebrate…? How do You give space for giving?
30. “Interactive Organization”
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31. Open Space is a hosted process, it does not host itself.
32. How to convince organizations to adopt OST (collective intelli-
gence tools) to solve their issues!
33. What we can do to bring the practice of Open Space to local 
governments?
34. Self-organising small and medium enterprises (and organizations)
35. gathering feedback for a 5-step introduction handout on how to 
initiate an open space for non-facilitators
36. How to invite the inner pirate? 
37. What is Self-Organisation? How can we control it?

sIlent sessIons
What do we need to let go of, to create more space in ourselves so 
that we can listen better?
Taking Space & Giving Space
Your way showing solidarity with marginalised groups
How to overcome the fear of the empty wall
Experiences with OST/interactive processes with + for non neuro-ty-
pical participants

next stePs
1. D-E-I-Reflection: A helper for us to open up prototype an ask for 
help
2. Spirituality & Engineering work + Community helper project
3. Be more pirate, more poet, more proactive
4. Inviting people from Africa, young people & people in need to 
WOSonOS 2024
5. Open Space for birthing the humanity 2024
6. Building/Exchanging (missing) tools
7. Dive into the archives of Openspaceworld.org & OS-List to find 
stories & learnings to access them & share some of my insights on 
the list
8. Join international Open Space mailing list
9. Book with WOSonOS from beginning to …
10. Open Space Training 2024 – Online-Session
11. Access Queen connection
12. Sponsor-Team meets & writes little report for the next WOSo-
nOS-team
13. 5-to-Fold: Decision making
14. Enoughness, our fundamental mindset as facilitators
15. Stories, experiences, plans of intergenerational Open Spaces
16. How can we use the yellow benches in practicing self-organisati-
on?

ImPressIons

Wosonos 2024
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World Open Space on Open Space 2023
»Celebrating self-organisation!«

How to invite the INNER PIRATE?

Cultivating play, embodiment & authentic creative connection
Song & dance to celebrate courage with accordion

Julia Kliemann

Julia Kliemann





Silent Sessions
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Impressions



 Facilitation team: Juliane, Mia, Sanna, Juliane 

 Sponsoring team: Juliane, Jo, Julia, Dietmar 

Silent Auction

Film Screening  
„Open Space Back to Balama

Get-together just before the WOSonOS



Funda Oral invited the Open Space Community to come to Turkey for 
the next WOSonOS. The community accepted the invitation and the 
talking stick was handed over at the end of the event.

Contact Funda Oral for further information:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/funda-oral-55822159/

WOSonOS 2024
Istanbul / Turkey


